The recently proposed recursive convolutional lattice code (RCLC) can form a signal with pseudo-Gaussian constellations, and their parallel concatenation is shown to approach the Shannon limit. A practical limitation is that its input symbol is limited to L 2 -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), which has non-power-of-two constellation points when L is chosen from the odd numbers. Therefore, encoding binary information by the RCLC is not straightforward. Furthermore, the information rate is limited to log 2 L bits per complex dimension due to their parallel concatenation. In this paper, we tackle these issues by introducing a serial concatenation of binary-input nonbinary-output convolutional code (CC) and the RCLC, where the outer CC outputs an L-ary symbol that is matched to the input of the inner RCLC. We demonstrate that even with L = 3, the proposed approach can achieve 2 bits per complex dimension and still is able to approach the Shannon limit with lower decoding complexity compared with its parallel concatenation counterpart. As is demonstrated through theoretical analysis, the major practical drawback of the constellation generated by the RCLC is its Gaussian-like distribution, which has large peak-toaverage power ratio. Therefore, we further introduce an approach to reduce the signal dynamic range for the proposed system. It is shown that a remarkable gain can be achieved in terms of capacity compared with the conventional QAM signals under the constraint of comparable power amplifier efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Approaching the capacity with practical encoding and decoding for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is of primary interest for communication theorist. The Shannon limit under the average power constraint assumes that the input signal is Gaussian distributed. It is well known that the gap between the Shannon limit and the constellation constrained capacity for the equispaced constellation with equiprobable signaling is up to 1.53 dB [1] . In order to fill this gap, various theoretical and practical approaches have been studied so far, and these are largely classified into two approaches: one is to employ regular lattice signaling such as high-order square quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) generated with Gaussian probability distribution, and the other is to use discrete quasi-Gaussian signaling with uniform probability distribution.
The former approach is often called probabilistic shaping. One way of generating non-equiprobable distribution is to use a variable-rate coding. In [2] , the constellation points are selected according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution by variable-length prefix codes. Pragmatic turbo codes [3] with constellation shaping were proposed in [4] , where unequal distribution of constellation points is achieved through variable-rate turbo coding. In contrast to variable-rate coding, various fixed-rate constellation shaping approaches have been proposed, e.g., through coset coding [5] , [6] and short length block coding [7] , [8] . Apart from these, the application of multiple-candidate representation method to constellation shaping has been proposed in [9] , which is commonly known as a technique for peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) reduction of multi-carrier signals. More recently, probabilistic amplitude shaping in conjunction with bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) is analyzed in [10] . Furthermore, probabilistic amplitude shaping based on the arithmetic distribution matching has been proposed in [11] for fiber-optic communication systems.
In contrast to the probabilistic shaping, the latter approach is called geometric shaping. In the high SNR regime, an optimal code for band-limited AWGN channel consists of a dense packing of signal points within a sphere in a highdimensional Euclidean space and the well-known densest packings are lattices [12] . For high dimensional lattices, the major issue is how to generate the sphere-like constellation to achieve shaping gain, and several approaches to this have been studied in [13] - [16] . In [17] , geometric shaping with one-dimensional signaling is shown to achieve the channel capacity from information theoretic viewpoint. The application of non-uniform constellation to practical turbo coded modulation system was first introduced in [18] . Since then, several practical lattice coding and decoding methods such as low-density lattice code (LDLC) [19] as well as related shaping methods have been proposed in [20] - [22] . More recently, in [23] , a new coded modulation scheme that can generate a two-dimensional discrete constellation with quasi-Gaussian signaling is introduced under the framework of convolutional lattice codes [24] .
In this work, we focus on the latter approach and propose a new method to achieve near optimal performance based on the turbo principle. In [23] , the parallel concatenation (PC) of two recursive convolutional lattice codes (RCLC), called turbo signal code, is proposed, where each RCLC generates a symbol in Euclidean space with quasi-Gaussian discrete constellation by a direct convolution of L 2 -QAM symbols, and their PC makes the entire system to be turbolike, allowing the receiver to exploit decoding based on BCJR algorithm. This encoder is sketched in Fig. 1(a) . As a consequence, the turbo signal codes can approach the Shannon limit in relatively low SNR regime. However, there are some limitations for its application to practical systems. The input signal is constrained to L 2 -QAM for L ≥ 2, and due to the parallel concatenation, the achievable information rate is reduced by half, i.e., (log 2 L 2 )/2 = log 2 L bits per complex dimension. This also means that the input symbol must be L-ary, and if L is not a power of two, the information bits cannot be directly encoded.
To cope with the above issues, we propose a serial concatenation (SC) of RCLC in conjunction with the binary-input nonbinary-output convolutional code (CC). More specifically, as outlined in Fig. 1(b) , the outer code consists of binary-input L-ary-output (BILO) CC with L > 2, whereas the inner code is the conventional RCLC that has an L 2 -ary symbol as its input. The introduction of BILO conversion in the form of CC introduces redundancy, which can be exploited for error correction. The overall information rate will be 1 bit per real dimension (or 2 bits per complex dimension), which is higher than the original PC of [23] with the same transmitted symbol.
For communication system design in practice, not only the bandwidth efficiency but also the peak power efficiency is important. The efficient use of the power amplifier (PA) is required especially for long distance wireless transmission, and its power conversion efficiency depends on the envelop distribution of input signals. As already pointed out in [17] , the major drawback of constellation shaping in practice is its large PAPR which leads to low PA efficiency or severe nonlinear distortion. Nevertheless, in the previous literature on constellation shaping, the system has not been well evaluated from the PAPR viewpoint. Also in our proposed system, since the constellation has a Gaussian-like distribution, the resulting signal envelope has a large PAPR. In this paper, we further introduce a new method that effectively reduces the PAPR of the proposed system without sacrificing the error rate performance. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed system with PAPR reduction technique can outperform the conventional QAM signal in terms of capacity under the constraint of comparable PA efficiency. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the RCLC encoder. The BILO CC encoder is described in Section III. Section IV is devoted to the design of the proposed SC using BILO CC as its outer code and RCLC as its inner code. In Section V, a PAPR reduction technique is proposed for our RCLC system and it is compared to the conventional system based on QAM signaling in view of the trade-off between PAPR and capacity. Simulation results with respect to the bit error rate (BER) as well as frame error rate (FER) of the proposed SC codes are reported in Section VI. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VII.
II. RECURSIVE CONVOLUTIONAL LATTICE CODES
The recursive convolutional lattice code (RCLC) introduced in [23] has L 2 -QAM as its input and the constellation with greater cardinality as its output. We define the Gaussian integers as
where Z denotes a set of integers and j = √ −1 = e jπ/2 . It can be generalized by introducing a set of the unit vectors {ω 0 , ω 1 , . . . , ω 2N −1 } in the complex plane, where ω = e jπ/(2N ) , as
Equivalently, based on the complex-valued coefficient representation, we may rewrite (2) as
where the case of N = 1 is identical to the Gaussian integers. We may define L 2 -QAM as
where Z L = {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}, and then the expanded constellation analogous to (2) is given by
or equivalently,
following the notation introduced in [23] . It follows that
where |X | denotes the cardinality of a set X and the equality in (7) holds if and only if all the constellation points generated by (6) are distinct. Apparently, C(L, 1) is identical to L 2 -QAM of (4), and it generally has the cardinality larger than L 2 as long as N > 1 for a given integer L. Fig. 2 shows the example of the input QAM C(3, 1) and output constel- In the RCLC encoder of [23] with memory size of P symbols, for a given input symbol a k ∈ Z L [j], the symbol x k input to the memory is generated by the following recursive convolution:
where h p is the pth tap coefficient of the feedback filter.
Then, by the group property, it is possible to have the output x k of (8) 
' operation based on the principle of Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [23] . The state at the time index k is then defined as the past P symbols (x k−1 , x k−2 , . . . , x k−P ) that are input to the memory, and the number of the states can be bounded by |C(L, N )| P . Finally, the output symbol of the rate-1 RCLC encoder is defined by the following feed-forward form:
where the feed-forward taps f p are chosen as f p ∈ C(L, N ) for p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , P} and b k ∈ C(N ) is chosen such that the output u k can be forced to the signal constraint u k ∈ C(L, N ) [23] . Note that in this work we refer to the CC whose encoder has m input symbols and n output symbols as rate-m/n CC. Apparently, the mean of the output symbols chosen from C(L, N ) is biased, which is not suitable for actual transmission. Therefore, the transmit symbol should be ''DC shifted'' [23] and thus is given byũ k = u k − E {u k } where E {·} denotes expectation. In accordance with [23] , we denote the resulting constellation set ofũ k asC(L, N ) in what follows.
III. BILO CONVOLUTIONAL CODE AND MERGED TRELLIS
In order to design the SC system depicted in Fig. 1(b) , where the information is binary and RCLC with L > 2 is employed as the inner code, the outer code must have a structure that accepts binary input and outputs L-ary symbol. This can be achieved by a binary-input L-ary-output (BILO) convolutional code (CC). As an example with L = 3, binaryinput ternary-output (BITO) CCs are studied in [25] and [26] , whereas the ternary-input ternary-output (TITO) CCs with multiple outputs (and thus the rate is less than 1) are investigated in [27] , in view of their applications to non-powerof-two signal constellations. Since we consider the binary sequence as our information without sacrificing the overall spectral efficiency, we only focus on the former rate-1 BILO CC approach.
A. BILO CONVOLUTIONAL CODE
The rate-1 generator polynomial of the BILO CC with memory of ν bits based on the feed-forward structure can be defined as
where α n ∈ Z L for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ν} and D denotes a unit delay element. The resulting trellis has 2 ν states and each trellis state has two branches corresponding to the binary input. As in the dashed box of the encoder depicted in Fig. 1(b) , two BILO CCs can be combined as a single encoder, such that one trellis section has multiple input bits u o and a single L 2 -ary output symbol c o . Similar to symbol-based turbo codes [28] , we design the trellis by merging the two trellis sections of a single BILO CC. Fig. 3 shows an example of the trellis diagram of binary-input 9-ary-output CC with ν = 2 obtained from the generator polynomial g(D) = 2 + 2D 2 for L = 3 by merging two trellis sections into one. This approach significantly reduces the number of possible polynomials to be examined compared with a general CC with binary inputs and L 2 -ary outputs. For example, a direct construction with ν memory elements has (L 2 ) ν+1 = L 2(ν+1) combinations of coefficients, whereas it is only L ν+1 in the case of the merged trellis. Note that the trellis obtained by merging n trellis sections into one has 2 ν states, but each state has 2 n branches. The number of trellis states and branches need to satisfy the condition 2 ν > 2 n in order to avoid the parallel transitions that lead to error events with small free distance.
B. APPLICATION OF OFFSETS TO BILO CC
The BILO CC generally converts the n-tuples of bits into an L n -ary symbol, and, as a result, the distribution of the output symbols should not be uniform as long as L is a non-powerof-two integer. For example, in the case of Fig. 3 , when the two input bits are uniformly distributed, the probability that the output symbol is chosen from {0, 1, 3, 4} is 1/16, that from {2, 5, 6, 7} is 2/16, and that from {8} is 4/16. Consequently, this would reduce the mutual information of the subsequent RCLC encoder, which may lead to degradation in achievable performance of the SC system. To mitigate this, we propose to apply periodic time-varying offsets to the output symbols of BILO CC. In our system, two L-ary symbols output from the BILO CC are mapped onto two orthogonal L-ary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) symbols to form L 2 -QAM constellations. Since the subsequent RCLC processing does not increase the mutual information, the maximum achievable information rate of L 2 -QAM is limited by its entropy that can be achieved if the channel is noiseless. The maximum entropy of L 2 -QAM symbol is achieved when each point is chosen with equal probability. Therefore, it is expected that the performance of the entire system would be affected by the probability distribution of L 2 -QAM symbol, and the proposed offset would improve the performance.
IV. SERIAL CONCATENATION OF BILO CC AND RCLC
We now describe our proposed SC approach shown in Fig. 1(b) with the BILO CC as its outer code and RCLC as its inner code. After symbol interleaving of L 2 -QAM output from the outer BILO CC encoder, it is fed to the RCLC encoder that outputs the symbol chosen from C(L, N ). When bits are input to the outer code of the SC encoder that generates a single L 2 -QAM symbol, the information rate is given by bits per complex dimension, ignoring the loss associated with the additional redundancy for appropriate trellis state termination.
A. OPTIMAL COMPONENT CODES
As for the optimization of SC system, since our main focus is on coded modulation where the code is designed directly over the Euclidean space, low-complexity search algorithms developed for binary CCs (e.g., [29] ) may not be applicable. Furthermore, in the design of concatenated codes, individual maximization of the minimum distance of component codes is no longer effective, and their joint design is necessary. We may thus resort to an exhaustive computer search over all possible combination of generator polynomials for inner and outer codes. Since the RCLCs with L > 3 require significantly high computational complexity not only for their code search but also for their decoding, we restrict our attention to the case of L = 3 in this work.
After an exhaustive search for the SC encoder with L = 3 on the condition that ν = 3 for the outer BILO CC whereas N = 2 and P = 1 for the inner RCLC, the following parameters have been found to be best:
for the outer rate-1 BITO CC and
for the inner RCLC. We note that little performance improvement has been observed even if ν is chosen greater than 3.
B. ITERATIVE DECODING
The decoding process is shown in Fig. 5 and it is similar to that of the serially concatenated convolutional codes [30] . However, it differs in that the soft output from the RCLC decoder cannot be separated into bit level. Even if this separation were possible, this may hinder the exact calculation of its a posteriori probability (APP) [31] and thus lead to performance degradation. Therefore, all decoding operations should be performed at symbol level based on a symbol-wise extrinsic log likelihood ratio (LLR). For the inner RCLC, the input symbol u i is chosen from L 2 -ary alphabet, i.e., L 2 -QAM, whereas the corresponding output symbol c i is chosen from L 2N -ary alphabet, i.e., C(L, N ). For the outer BILO CC, the input u o is the twobit sequence (of size 2 2 ) and the coded symbol c o is chosen from L 2 -ary alphabet based on the merged trellis described in Section III.
Following [30] , the LLR input to each decoder is denoted by λ(·; I ) and that output from each decoder is denoted by λ(·; O) in Fig. 5 . Let X denote the alphabet where the symbol x is chosen from. In general, the LLR is defined as λ(x; ·) log [P(x)/P(x ref )] , where P(x) denotes the probability that the corresponding symbol is x. The common reference symbol x ref can be chosen arbitrarily from the alphabet X .
Note that due to the addition and removal of the offset between the two decoders as shown in Fig. 5 , the extrinsic information vector should be rotated according to the predetermined offset symbol pattern.
V. PAPR BEHAVIOR AND ITS REDUCTION
Although the RCLC can approach the Shannon capacity, its Gaussian-like constellation may result in high PAPR, which leads to low PA efficiency compared to the conventional QAM constellation. In this section, we first assess the PAPR of the output discrete constellations associated with RCLC and then, assuming single-carrier transmission, we evaluate the PAPR after pulse shaping. Furthermore, we introduce a new PAPR reduction technique for the proposed system based on RCLC and evaluate its performance from the viewpoint of the trade-off between the capacity and PAPR.
A. PAPR WITHOUT PULSE SHAPING
In this subsection, we evaluate the PAPR without pulse shaping filtering. In this case, PAPR is defined as the ratio of peak power to average power of given constellation points. Based on this definition, the PAPR of the signal generated by RCLC withC(L, N ) is expressed as
The derivation of (13) is given in the Appendix. If we substitute L = 3 and N = 2 into (13), we obtain PAPR = 2.56 (4.08 dB). On the other hand, for M 2 -QAM constellation, PAPR without pulse shaping is given by [32] 
Note that the number of constellation points of the RCLC with L = 3 and N = 2 is given from (7) by 81, which is also observed from Fig. 2 . The comparable constellation in terms of the achievable rate for the square QAM is 64-QAM, and in this case the PAPR is given by 2.33 (3.67 dB). The difference of the two PAPR values is approximately 0.4 dB and as we will see later, this result well agrees with the actual PAPR considering pulse shaping.
B. PAPR WITH PULSE SHAPING
A general baseband single-carrier signal can be expressed as
where h(t) is an impulse response of a pulse-shaping filter, T is a symbol period, and X k is the kth complex baseband symbol. We assume that the square-root raised cosine (SRRC) filter is applied to h(t) and X k are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex random variables that are chosen from the output constellation of RCLC encoder, i.e., X k ∈C(L, N ).
To evaluate the PAPR of the proposed system, we first give a definition of PAPR with respect to the continuous-time VOLUME 6, 2018
baseband signal s(t). The normalized instantaneous power of s(t) is given by
where P av is the average power, i.e., P av = E |s(t)| 2 . For p(t) defined in (16) [32] .
C. PAPR REDUCTION BASED ON AMPLITUDE LIMITER
Since RCLC outputs the quasi-Gaussian signals, it has higher capacity than the conventional QAM signals but also has relatively high PAPR. To mitigate this drawback, prior to pulse-shaping we apply a simple soft amplitude limiter to the discrete signals only at the outermost points of the constellation. Specifically, for a given RCLC output constellation X k ∈C(L, N ), we apply the following operation:
where p max is the parameter which determines the maximum instantaneous power of given constellation. 6 shows the output signals of RCLC with and without amplitude limiter with parameter p max = 5.0. As shown in the subsequent numerical results, the proposed amplitude limiter effectively improves the CCDF of the normalized instantaneous power. Although the performance in terms of capacity slightly degrades, the reduction of PAPR leads to improved PA efficiency. In practice, it is necessary to set the threshold of p max in (17) appropriately such that a good trade-off between the capacity and PA efficiency is achieved.
D. PAPR AND CAPACITY TRADE-OFF
In this subsection, we numerically demonstrate the trade-off between PAPR and capacity for a given system model. For pulse shaping, a SRRC filter with roll-off factor α = 0.2 is employed. Since the PA efficiency is determined by its input signal envelope distribution [33] , we evaluate the CCDF of normalized instantaneous power for the signals of interest. Fig. 7 shows the CCDF behavior for the pulse-shaped singlecarriers with each modulation scheme. For the RCLC with the proposed amplitude limiter, the parameter p max is set as 5.0. From this figure, as expected, it is observed that the RCLC without the proposed limiter results in higher PAPR performance than the conventional 64-QAM signals. On the other hands, by applying the proposed limiter with parameter p max = 5.0, RCLC can now achieve almost the same distribution of instantaneous power as the conventional 64-QAM signals. From this result, we can conclude that the RCLC with the proposed limiter and 64-QAM signal may achieve comparable performance in terms of the PA efficiency under the scenario of the pulse shaping filter considered here. 8 compares the capacities of the RCLC with and without the proposed limiter and the conventional 64-QAM constellation. We can observe that the achievable rate for the proposed system is very close to the AWGN capacity. Furthermore, the proposed limiter results in a very slight degradation in terms of capacity and still can achieve higher capacity than the conventional 64-QAM constellation. Specifically, the proposed system with the amplitude limiter can outperform the square 64-QAM signal by approximately 0.2 dB at the information rate of 2.0, even with comparable PA efficiency. 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate our simulation results in terms of BER and FER performances.
In what follows, we consider the proposed SC system with L = 3 and N = 2, where the code consists of an outer rate-1 BITO CC with ν = 3 and inner RCLC with P = 1, resulting in the spectral efficiency of 2 bits per complex dimension. The best parameters discussed in Section IV-A are employed.
A. ERROR PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SC SYSTEM
In the simulation demonstrated here, the block lengths are set as 2 048 symbols, when observed at the output of the inner RCLC encoder. As for the termination of the outer BITO CCs, it has three memory elements and thus additional three bits are needed to terminate the trellis. The termination of RCLC is performed by repeating the transmission of the final state of the trellis four times as in [23] , and thus the total redundancy is the seven termination symbols per frame, and the resulting block lengths are 2 055. The symbol interleaver employed here is S-random interleaver with spread factor of S = 32 [34] . The symbol-wise BCJR is performed and the number of iterations is set as 20.
The SNR is defined as SNR = E X × (L 2 − 1) [23] (see also the Appendix). Fig. 9 shows the BER and FER performances of the proposed SC and FER performance of the conventional PC system [23] with similar parameter setting (L = 3 and P = 1). (Note that the conventional PC system cannot be evaluated in terms of the bit error rate since it assumes the ternary sequence as its information.) In this case, the spectral efficiency of the proposed scheme is 2.00 bits per complex dimension and higher than that of the PC system, which is log 2 3 bits per complex dimension. The Shannon limits corresponding to these spectral efficiencies are 4.77 dB and 3.18 dB, respectively, and indicated by the vertical dashed lines in the figure. The proposed SC code with block length of 2 055 achieves 1% FER within 1.2 dB from the limit. If we compare the conventional PC and proposed SC system with similar block length, the performance gap of the proposed system from the corresponding Shannon capacity at FER 10 −2 is approximately 0.2 dB larger than that of PC. As shown in Fig. 9 , the proposed SC code exhibits an error floor in the FER associated with the small Euclidean distance of the codes, similarly to the conventional PC code. Nevertheless, it is well below 10 −2 , which is a typical benchmark of practical systems. Furthermore, the BER of the SC code can achieve significantly lower value, and reach well below 10 −5 .
Although the error rate performance of the SC code is slightly worse than that of the PC code, the decoding complexity of the SC is much lower than that of the PC. In particular, the outer code of the proposed SC system simulated here can be represented by the trellis that has only 8 trellis states with 4 branches, whereas the PC approach consists of two RCLCs with each trellis having 9 branches and 81 trellis states. If we take the number of the total branches in the decoding trellis that requires metric calculation as our complexity measure, the decoding complexity of each RCLC is given by 9 × 81 × K , whereas that of our BITO CC is only 4 × 8 × K , where K represents the interleaver length. This indicates that the decoding complexity of the proposed SC is much lower than that of the original PC and thus is attractive in practice.
B. ERROR PERFORMANCE WITH THE PROPOSED LIMITER
In order to evaluate the effect of the amplitude limiter proposed in Section V-C on its error rate performance, we compare the FER curves of the SC system with and without the VOLUME 6, 2018 limiter in Fig. 10 . The constellation constrained capacity for each system described in Fig. 8 is also indicated by the vertical line. From this figure, it is observed that the performance loss caused by the proposed limiter is almost the same amount as the capacity loss, which suggests that the proposed limiter effectively reduces the PAPR and thus does not sacrifice the error performance of the proposed system.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a serial concatenation of BILO CC and RCLC that accepts binary information as its input. In order to improve the performance associated with nonuniformity of BILO CC, the application of predetermined offset has been also introduced. Based on the simulation results, the capacity-approaching behavior has been demonstrated with less decoding complexity than the conventional parallel concatenation approach even with higher information rate. Furthermore, we have also introduced a novel amplitude limiter that can improve the proposed SC system over the conventional QAM constellation in terms of capacity even under comparable PA efficiency constraint.
Due to the design complexity, our result was limited to the case with L = 3. Design and performance optimization of the proposed approach for higher-order cases such as L > 3 are left as future work.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we derive the PAPR of RCLC output before pulse shaping. Let us first consider the baseband complex symbol X ∈ C(L, N ), which is expressed as
where both real and imaginary parts of c n ∈ Z L [j] are statistically independent and uniformly distributed over {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}. The constellation after DC-shift is expressed asX
i.e.,X ∈C(L, N ). The average power of the resulting constellation is given by
Here, E {X } and E |X | 2 are expressed as
and
Therefore, it follows that
Furthermore, E{c n } and E{c 2 n } are given by 
By substituting (24) and (25) into (23), we obtain the average power as follows:
Next, we evaluate the peak power ofC(L, N ). From (21) and (24), we get
Although the constellation point that corresponds to the peak point is not unique, it is easy to observe that the origin of C(L, N ) is always mapped onto the point that has maximum distance from its mean, thus resulting in the highest signal power after DC-shift (independently of the parameters L and N ). Therefore, it is sufficient to consider the peak power of the origin after DC-shift, which can be calculated as (π/(2N )) ) .
Consequently, the PAPR is given by
